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Time Critical
Solutions Worldwide
is ready for crucial
shipments
Time Critical Solutions Worldwide (TCS) has started their operations
effective February 2021. This neutral and independent Dutch company, founded by Sander van Woesik and based at Schiphol Airport,
offers premium time-critical services to freight forwarders around
the globe.
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The services TCS offers are onboard
couriers (OBC’s), air cargo charters
and tailor-made road transport in
Europe. “Transport of time-critical
consignments via our onboard courier service ensures a more secure,
seamless and faster delivery”, Sander
says. “Our couriers are located around
the globe, ready for take-off. They
are qualified, screened and have correct travel documents. Should our
OBC service not meet the required
deadlines of delivery, we will offer an
air cargo charter solution instead. We
can book a private jet for our OBC as
passenger or we can book the consignment as cargo. It is also possible
for an engineer to fly onboard the jet.
In the Netherlands, we have a part-

nership with Silver Flight, operating
private jet charters with their Pilatus
PC-12.”
Kelly Otte, CEO of Silver Flight:
“Unlike most private jets, the PC-12
can land on asphalt, grass, sand
and even snow, allowing us to reach
more than 2,500 airports in Europe.
Our core business is a private jet
service for passengers but with our
cargo door of 134x132cm, we can also
carry up to 1,000 kilograms of cargo
onboard. Silver Flight is therefore
available and ready for take-off for
time-critical shipments of TCS’ customers as well.”
Due to an increase in demand for
time-critical road transport, TCS can
also offer this door-to-door dedicated
service throughout Europe. This premium service is available for larger
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time-critical shipments which can’t
be transported onboard aircraft due
to size, weight, commodity or schedule limitations. We follow the same
procedure as is the case with an OBC:
we continually keep our customer
updated on the milestones of his
consignment.

Tailormade logistics
Economies and industries highly
depend on a seamless operation of
supply chains and production lines.
A disruption is always unexpected
and requires tailormade logistics. TCS
can assist forwarders with customers in industries such as automotive,
aerospace, pharma and fashion in
handling their time-critical shipment.
Sander: “I want to stress that the
freight forwarder is our customer. We
don’t work directly for shippers. Forwarders have a large customer base
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in abovementioned industries. TCS
not only understands the requirements of freight forwarders and their
customers very well; we also have
in-depth knowledge how airlines and
local customs authorities operate.”

Customer support
Our TCS Desk is 24/7/365 in operation,
giving the best possible service to our
customers. “Listening to the customer
and considering him as part of our
team can make sure his time-critical
consignment is handled in the right
way. When our customer provides
us with the correct shipment details,
we are able to offer the most suitable
solution. At TCS we always strive
for an open dialogue and keep our
customers well-informed. We consider honesty as the basis for mutual
respect”, Sander says.

More information
www.tcs-worldwide.com
24/7 TCS Desk:
E: tcs@tcs-worldwide.com
T: +31 20 247 9999
www.silverflight.nl
T: +31 23 58 36 096
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